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Abstra t
We present the design and implementation of the new version of the Coq proof
assistant. The main novelty is the isolation of the riti al part of the system, whi h
onsists in a type he ker for the Cal ulus of Indu tive Constru tions. This kernel is
now ompletely independent of the rest of the system and has been rewritten in a purely
fun tional way. This leads to greater larity and safety, without entailing eÆ ien y.
It also opens the way to the \bootstrap" of the system Coq, where the kernel will be
erti ed using Coq itself.

1 Introdu tion
The system Coq [1℄ is a proof assistant. It provides me hanisms to write de nitions, statements and to do formal proofs. It an be used intera tively or as a bat h he ker. Its
logi al formalism is the Cal ulus of Indu tive Constru tions [4, 7℄ (CIC for short), a typed
- al ulus. Following Curry-Howard isomorphism, types are seen as propositions and terms
as proofs. The proof engine builds terms by means of ta ti s written in ML. The safety of
the system Coq is a onsequen e of the following two fa ts:




onsistent (a proof of strong normalization is given in [8℄);
On e a proof is ompleted, it is type he ked by a trusted pie e of ode implementing

The CIC is

the typing rules of the CIC.

The typing rules of the CIC are given in appendix. The reader an he k that there are not
so numerous. Therefore, it should not be (too) ompli ated to implement them orre tly.
However, a proof assistant must also satisfy real world requirements, whi h in lude:





an intera

tive system, whi h means some imperative state somewhere;

an undo me hanism;

an extensible system, where the user an write ta ti s in ML, add tables to be used by
these ta ti s, et ;
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 eÆ ien y, whi h means that ta ti s should not spend all their time doing type

he king.

Our obje tive when designing the new version of Coq was to on iliate a safe and independent
kernel with all these requirements. The implementation of this new version of Coq is the
work of several people in the Coq team. In parti ular, H. Herbelin and D. Delahaye improved
several parts of the system outside of the kernel. However, this paper only on entrates on
the kernel, whose design and partial re-implementation is the work of the author of this
paper.
This paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 presents the global ar hite ture of the
system, and how the kernel is taking pla e is that design. Se tion 3 presents the design of
the kernel itself. Se tion 4 gives some implementation details.

2 The big pi ture
The rst implementation of the Cal ulus of Constru tions was realized by G. Huet and
T. Coquand in 1984. The rst publi implementation of the system Coq, the version 4.10,
was released in 1989. It was written in Caml, a diale t of ML written at INRIA. Indu tive
types were then added by C. Paulin in 1991. In 1993, D. de Rauglaudre ported the system
Coq to Caml Light, a new implementation of Caml by X. Leroy and D. Doligez. In 1994{95,
C. Murthy designed and implemented a ompletely new system, released as version 5.10. It
was ported the next year to Obje tive Caml [2℄, the urrent implementation of Caml. All
the following versions of Coq, up to the urrent version 6.3.1, are derivations of Murthy's
system.
The new version of Coq, presented is this paper, is the version 7 of the system.
2.1

Ar hite ture of versions 5.10 and 6.x

The main design of the urrent implementation of the system Coq (versions 5.10 and later)
is due to C. Murthy. This implementation satis es all the \real world requirements". In
parti ular, the undo me hanism is implemented as follows. Any kind of obje t an be de lared
to the system, with methods1 to perform its operation on the system and to load it from
the disk. Global tables an be registered with methods to freeze and unfreeze their ontents.
Then the system keeps a sta k of all operations and provides undo by unfreezing previous
states and redoing operations.
In that ontext, terms of the CIC are just a parti ular kind of obje ts. But that design
is unsafe : it is possible to delete, to modify or to add onstants without any he k|at the
ML level only, not in the intera tive system. Moreover, the type he ker ode is not learly
isolated. First, there is no data type for typing environments, sin e they are only pie es of
the sta k of operations. Se ond, the type he ker does not ome rst, sin e its ode relies on
all the ba ktra king me hanism ode (to a ess de nitions in the environment).
1 It

is not implemented in an ob je t oriented way, stri tly speaking, sin e Caml did not support ob je t

oriented programming by the time of this implementation. However, C. Murthy's
ob je ts, using re ords.
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ode is really simulating

2.2

An ideal kernel

The riti al part of the system Coq onsists in the type he ker for the CIC. Indeed, on e
the proof of a lemma p is ompleted, the orresponding -term t is type he ked and a
new onstant p := t is added in the environment. To guarantee the onsisten y of the
environment, the type he king has to be orre t. Therefore, the kernel of the system should
ideally provide an abstra t type for well formed typing environments, together with fun tions
to insert new elements that perform type he king. The signature of su h a kernel would
look like
type env
val empty : env
val push_var : env ! identifier  onstr ! env
val add_ onstant : env ! onstant_de laration ! env
...
val lookup_var : env ! identifier ! onstr
...

Noti e that the kernel does not have to provide a typing fun tion: typing is done internally
when insertion fun tions are alled. Only the invariant of having a well formed typing
environment is needed, and this an be maintained if the above type is abstra t.
2.3

Coq version 7: a

on iliation

In Coq version 7, we provide the best of both worlds: an ideal kernel on one side, as des ribed
in the previous se tion, and Murthy's general ba ktra king me hanism on the other side. We
pro eed as follows:
1. First, we write a purely fun tional type he ker for the CIC;
2. Se ond, we introdu e the ba ktra king me hanism, but CIC terms are no more a
parti ular kind of obje ts;
3. Finally, we on iliate both of them by de laring a
environment as a global table.
The ode realizing the onne tion looks like:
open Kernel
let r = ref empty
let push_var (id, ) = r := push_var !r (id, )
let add_ onstant d = r := add_ onstant !r d
...
let lookup_var id = lookup_var !r id
...
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referen e

on the urrent typing

Part

Lib
Kernel
Library
Pretyping
Parsing
Proofs
Ta ti s
Toplevel

Des ription

Utility libraries
Type he ker for CIC
Undo me hanism and modules
Translation from AST to terms
Parsing and pretty-printing
Proof engine
Basi ta ti s and ta ti als
Assembling layer
Total

Modules Lines of ode
15
18
14
12
11
11
14
8
103

1700
7800
2000
2000
3700
4000
4000
2900
28100

Figure 1: The main parts of Coq version 7
In order to have the typing environment orre tly ba ktra ked during undo operations, we
de lare the above referen e r as a global table. This is parti ularly simple, sin e typing
environments are implemented with a purely fun tional datatype: freezing and unfreezing
the state of r is then immediate.
let freeze () = !r
let unfreeze f = r := f
let _ = de lare_table "typing env" freeze unfreeze

For all the rest of the system, there is no visible di eren e with respe t to previous
implementations. Whatever the implementation of the typing environment is, an imperative
environment is still provided with the following signature:
val push_var : identifier  onstr ! unit
val add_ onstant : onstant_de laration ! unit
...
val lookup_var : identifier ! onstr
...

And indeed, all the upper parts of the system were reestablished almost \as is". The main
parts of Coq version 7 are given in Figure 1. For ea h, the number of O aml modules and
the number of lines of ode is given. These parts are presented in the order of link edition.

3 Design of the kernel
As we explained in the previous se tion, we su eeded in isolating the riti al part of the
system Coq, that is a type he ker for the CIC. For better larity and safety, it is implemented
in a purely fun tional way, following the signature sket hed in Se tion 2.2.
The typing rules for CIC are given in appendix. If we try to implement them in a dire t
(and naive) way, we immediately fa e a problem of ir ular dependen y:

Adding a term in an environment requires to type he k it (rule Push)
4

and

Type he king a term requires to lookup in the environment (rule Var)

With de nitions and indu tive types, the de nition of the onvertibility = would also need
a ess to the environment. De ning the environment operations, the redu tions and the
typing fun tion in a mutually re ursive way, therefore in a single module, would not be a
good design. It would result in a single module with thousands lines of ode. Instead, we
hoose the following three steps solution:
1. First, we de ne a data type env for typing environments. This type is \unsafe": it
does no type he king on the elements inserted in the environments.
2. Then we de ne redu tion fun tions and typing rules over that data type env. They
usually make assumptions about the well formedness of the typing environments they
take as arguments.
3. Finally, in a single module Safe, we de ne the type of typing environment safe env,
as equal to env, we write the type he ker and we de ne the operations over type
safe env so that they perform type he king. The type safe env is abstra t (its
identity to env is not exported in the interfa e of module Safe) and therefore we
maintain the invariant that all the values of type safe env are well formed.
The implementation of module Safe looks like
type safe_env = env
let type he k e t =
...
let push_var e (id, ) =
let (j,u) = type he k e
in
...
push_var (merge_ onstraints e u) (id, )
let add_ onstant e d =
...

and it implements the signature given in Se tion 2.2.
The implementation of type env is purely fun tional. It uses eÆ ient data stru tures,
like balan ed trees provided in the O aml standard library. It is kept abstra t, so that its
implementation an be easily hanged. The main point is that it is reused in many other
parts of the system, as well as many fun tions over it like redu tion fun tions, where safety
is not involved. Therefore, most of the operations of the system are eÆ ient, yet using the
same data type as the safe kernel.
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4 Implementation details
The system Coq is written in Obje tive Caml [2℄, a diale t of ML developed at INRIA.
This language provides fun tional, imperative and obje t oriented programming styles and
is equipped with a powerful module al ulus whi h o ers true separate ompilation. Two
ompilers are available: one produ ing portable byte ode, allowing fast development and
easy debugging, and one produ ing fast exe utables in native ode. The ri h and portable
standard library of O aml is heavily used. Coq's grammar is written using the synta ti tool
amlp4 [5℄ whi h allows a dynami grammar extensible at the user level.
The ode of Coq is do umented using a literate programming tool, o amlweb [6℄. A single
human-readable do ument is produ ed from the ode, whi h des ribes the design and all the
interfa es (types, fun tions with their spe i ations, ex eptions, et .). This do ument is
urrently des ribing only the kernel and is 110 pages long|but several modules are not yet
fully do umented. A 30 pages long index is also automati ally produ ed by o amlweb, giving
the de nition and use points of all the identi ers of the ode.
The total redesign and (partial) reimplementation of the system was realized in less than
four months. The whole ode is roughly 30000 lines long, 10000 being dedi ated to the kernel
and the undo me hanism. (See Figure 1 for details.)

5 Con lusion
We have presented the new implementation of the system Coq. It ombines the eÆ ien y
and safety requirements in a ompletely new design, where the riti al part of the system, a
type he ker for the CIC, is learly isolated.
This type he ker is now written is a purely fun tional way. It uses eÆ ient fun tional
data stru tures and is even slightly faster than the previous type he kers that were partly
imperative. Being fun tional, this riti al kernel is now easier to maintain and to reason
about. One an now think of formally ertifying it. Following the work of B. Barras [3℄, it
ould even be \bootstrapped" i.e. erti ed by Coq itself.
Anyhow, this new implementation is surely already the safest proof assistant.
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Appendix: Typing rules for the CIC
We give here the typing rules for the Cal ulus of Constru tions. De nitions and indu tive
types are omitted here, sin e they do not introdu e any additional diÆ ulty with respe t to
the issues dis ussed in this paper. Sorts, terms and typing environments obey the following
grammar:
Sorts (S )
s ::= Set j Prop j Type(i)
Terms
t ::= s j x j [x : t℄t j (x : t)t j (t t)
Environments
::= [℄ j ; x : t
Typing rules are given in Figure 2. The onvertibility between terms, written = , is here
the -equivalen e. In the general ase, it is the Æ-equivalen e, Æ being the unfolding of
de nitions and  the redu tion asso iated to indu tive types.
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Empty
Push
Axioms
Var
Prod

Lam
App
Conv

WF ([℄)
` t : s s 2 S x 62
WF ( ; x : t)
WF ( )
WF ( ) i < j
WF ( )
` Prop : Type(i)
` Set : Type(i)
` Type(i) : Type(j )
WF ( ) x : t 2
`x:t
` t : s1 ; x : t ` u : s2 s1 2 fProp; Setg s2 2 fProp; Setg
` (x : t)u : s2
` t : Type(i) ; x : t ` u : Type(j ) i  k j  k
` (x : t)u : Type(k)
` (x : u )t : s ; x : t ` u : u
` [x : t℄u : (x : t )u
` u : (x : t )u ` t : t
` (u t) : u [x t℄
ij
t= u m n
t= u
t u
Type(i)  Type(j )
Prop  Type(i)
(x : t)m  (x : u)n
`u :s `t:t t  u
`t:u
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Figure 2: Typing rules for the Cal ulus of Constru tions
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